










Operational Guidelines for the 

Domestic Violence Economic Mediation Program 

The Domestic Violence Economic Mediation (DVEM) Program permits mediation of economic 
issues in certain dissolution matters where a domestic violence final restraining order (FRO) is in 
effect between the parties. While the Prevention of Domestic Violence Act, N.J.S.A. 2C:25-17 et 
seq. expressly prohibits mediation of custody and parenting time, it does not expressly prohibit 
economic mediation. Rule 1 :40-S(b )(1) will be relaxed to enable litigants to mediate economic 
issues within the confines of these operational guidelines. The DVEM program is limited to those 
dissolution (FM) cases with an active FRO between the parties where the protected party has 
consented to mediation. Litigants with temporary restraining orders (TRO) are not eligible 
participants. Also excluded from the program are cases where there has been a charge of contempt 
or a conviction for a violation of the FRO. Parties who have mutual active FROs are eligible to 
participate in the program. 

The following operational guidelines constitute minimum standards for implementation 

of the DVEM program: 

1. Following the Early Settlement Panel (ESP), if there are outstanding economic
issues, cases may be referred to the DVEM program. Court staff must screen cases
to determine eligibility. The case is not eligible if the following exists:

• A TRO exists between the parties.
• There has been a contempt of a restraining order involving the same parties.

2 After screening cases, staff should advise the domestic violence advocate if there 
are any potential DVEM cases on the ESP calendar. The advocate should be 
available to meet with the party who is the protected party on the active FRO to 
review the Frequently Asked Questions (FAQs) and Protected Party Certification 
(Appended here as Attachment 2 and Attachment 4). 

3. If court staff finds that a FRO exists between the parties in another county, staff
should contact the staff or manager in that other county and request that venue of
the FRO be transferred to the FM county.

4. Before the court can refer the financial issues to economic mediation, several steps
must be taken. Both parties need to read a FAQs document in its entirety. There
is a separate FAQ for the protected party and the non-protected party. These
documents are appended here as Attachments 2 and 3 .  The protected party will
then meet with a member of the local domestic violence organization or a trained
court staff member who will speak to them about economic mediation and the
DVEM program.

5. If after reading the FAQ document and speaking to a member of the local domestic
violence organization or a trained court staff member, the protected party would
still like to have the case considered for the DVEM program, they will be asked to
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